Request for Finding a Sister City

Name of Local

Komaki City Aichi, Japan

Government
Area

62.81km2

Population

149,540

Outline of Local

Komaki city was established in 1955,since then it has been developed into a

Government

leading Industrial inland city by taking

advantage of its outstanding geographic

feature as a traffic node for entry to Chubu Area via

Prefectural Nagoya Airport,

and the Tomei, Meishin and chuo expressways
Komaki city is home to companies with the most advanced technologies we are
proud of; such as MRJ and companies related to H-ⅡA rocket. Komaki city is
blessed with wonderful culture and nature, Mt. Komaki and many other historical
assets.

Desired

Oceania, North America, Europe

Country/Region
of Exchange
Partner
Desired

Possible to exchange children

Characteristics
of Exchange
Partner
Website(s)

http://www.city.komaki.aichi.jp/

Other PR

●Mt. Komaki

Information

Nobunaga Oda built Komakiyama castle here Ieyasu Tokagawa Later
upgraded, the castle and made it his base for the Battle of Komaki and
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Nagakute, in which Ieyasu fought with Hideyoshi Hashiba. For this reason Mt.
Komaki is known as ‘the place remembered for three heros’
Excavation moves forward near the peak of the mountain. Slowly uncovering
the mystery.
1563, Nobunaga Oda built his fortress, Komakiyama Castle.(history museum
in present)

●Nagoya Cochin
Former clansman of the owari domain, Kaifu brothers developed Nagoya
Cochin at Ikenouchi district in Komaki.

●Mama-Kannon
A unique temple for breast and the thousand-armed Goddess in the temple is
said abundant breast milk.
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●Tagata Shrine
The harvest festival is held on the 15th of March every year to pray for a
plentiful harvest as well as to pray for the development of all things and the
prosperity of descendants
●MRJ
Mitsubishi Regional jet is the first private passenger jet aircraft in Japan,
seating 70 to 90 for the next generation developed by Mitsubishi.
The world’s most advanced aerodynamic design and noise analysis
technologies are applied and the state-of-the-art engine is adopted for a
significant reduction in fuel, noise and exhaust emissions.
The first MRJ was launched in November 2015 from Nagoya Airport.
●H-ⅡA Rocket
The major large-sized rocket of
Japan H-ⅡA rocket are assembled
with over 1 million parts and
launches are ensured. The rocket is
introduced to overseas clients with
its greatest merit of high reliability. Nagoya Guidance & Propulsion system
works of Mitsubishi Heavy industries located in the city manufactures liquid
rocket engines, the main component of the rocket.
●Menard Art Museum
The museum is managed by Nippon Menard Cosmetic Co., Ltd A total of
1,400 pieces are displayed. Most were collected by the founder and his wife
whose hometown is Komaki.
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●Certified NPO Corporation Chubu Philharmonic Orchestra
Since being established in 2000, Komaki City symphony Orchestra has
expanded its activity to promote music culture throughout the Chubu area.
Today, the orchestra holds regular performance in Nagoya, Inuyama, and
Matsuzaka, and is loved by the local people.

●Komakiyama Takigi Noh
Audiences are invited into the profound world restored in the remains of
Nobunaga’s home mystically lighted by bonfire.
――――Komaki specialty we proud of――――
●Fig
Komaki figs are high quality and delicious, a local treat with strong reputation.
Most of the figs grown in the city are a variety called Masui dauphine, which
are popular for their juicy and moist flesh.
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●Shinooka Peaches
The red earth on sunny slopes produces large, sweet, peaches, well-known
nationwide for their delicious flavor.

●Shrimp-shaped Taro Variety
The taro gets its name from the unique curved shape and black vertical stripes
that gives it the appearance of shrimp. Production is limited to certain
locations because this variety only grows in rich and permeable soil called
muck.

●Grapes
Grape production began with the cultivation of the eastern area making use
of hillocks. Grapes are harvested from August to the end of September, during
which many direct sales vineyards are open to the public.
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City-promotion division

Information

Introduction of Your Local Government

